EROSION &
SEDIMENT CONTROL

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

MulchMax 101wood
Spray-application hydromulch is an ideal way to
control soil erosion under a variety of conditions.
The natural re-vegetation of a site uses the
root structure of the plants to help lock soil
in place to combat the wind and water that
threaten to wash it away. Vegetation also has
an inherent aesthetic appeal that all site visitors
can appreciate, and is a beneﬁt to the local
ecosystem. Hydromulch supports germination
by providing vegetative cover that holds water
in the soil, and the soil in place. MulchMax
101wood provides an adaptable, cost-effective
hydromulch medium.

Advantages of MulchMax 101wood
• Made from organic, naturally-occuring
material
• 100% biodegradable
• Engineered to contour to soil and is suitable to
apply on a variety of slopes
• Fast to load in easy-to-handle bales
• Mixes easily with water
• Flows smoothly to provide uniform application
• A resilient medium for rapid vegetation
establishment
• Only requires 90 gallons (341 litres) of water
for every 50lb (23 kg) bag of much

Suitable applications
• Can be applied on up-to 4:1 slopes
• Supports hydroseeding
• Suitable for highway projects, golf courses,
mine reclamation sites, residential &
commercial landscaping and anywhere rapid
vegetation is required

MulchMax 101wood
The MulchMax difference

The Nilex Advantage

MulchMax 101wood is a virgin wood ﬁber mulch
with the added beneﬁt of ﬂexible bast ﬁbers.
Bast is one of the strongest natural ﬁbers in
the world, and is a perfect ﬁt for the MulchMax
philosophy: To provide mulches that tightly
contour to the soil and maximize soil-to-seed
contact.

Nilex is committed to unearthing better
results. Whether it’s for a civil, resource
or environmental project, we offer the
latest engineered and technically superior
materials and techniques to save our
customers time and money, and minimize
the need to move or remove earth, and
reduce the need for granular materials.
With over 30 years experience, a longstanding commitment to the environment
and highly qualiﬁed staff, Nilex delivers the
products and technologies that give clients
an economic advantage with environmental
beneﬁt.

Bast fibers

MulchMax 101wood also offers:
• Water conservation Easy-blend qualities
mean up to 40% less water for mixing and
application.
• Job-site efficiencies  Less water for mixing
means fewer trips to reﬁll spray tanks, trips
that take crews away from the task-at-hand.
• The beneﬁts of research  The range of
MulchMax products available means that wood
blend customers are getting more than a
“basic hydromulch,” they’re getting a formula
with years of research behind it.
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